Umbrella

Umbrellas are used in select areas of campus (upon approval by UA/CPD), typically at cafés and outdoor dining areas. Umbrellas may also be approved for certain lower level or private patio spaces. The standard umbrella has been used in the Main Quad, at the Cantor Arts Museum, and in the Manzanita Dining complex in outdoor dining areas.

Specifications:
• Natural-colored canopy, or equal with approval from Architect/Planning Office.
• Simple and flat base, or equal with approval from Architect/Planning Office.
• Average canopy size (around 8’ - 9’ diameter).
• Wooden pole.

Recommended Manufacturers / Models:
Gardenside Ltd., http://gardenside.com,
1-888-999-TEAK (8325), 808 Anthony Street, Berkeley, CA 94710
Contact Mike David at 1-888-999-TEAK (8325)
‘Café Parasol’: 8’ octagon, 1.5” oak pole, color: sandstone (#5060)
Disk Base: 18” (#5012)

Arthur Lauer a Greenlife LLC company, http://arthurlauer.com,
1-614-799-0144, 21 Whitney Dr. Milford, NY 45150
Contact Amy LaPerre at 586-615-1805
‘Asbury Resort’ Umbrella: 9’ octagon, 2” pole, color: aspen (#AL3515)

UA/CPD must approve other manufacturers / models as equal.